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### FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE

1. **Address and Name**
   - Mr. John Doe
   - 123 Main Street

2. **Date of Birth**
   - 01/01/1980

3. **Sex**
   - Male

4. **Present Employment**
   - Sales Representative, ABC Corp

5. **Medical History**
   - Hypertension
   - Asthma

6. **Current Medications**
   - Lisinopril 10mg
   - Asthma Inhaler (as needed)

7. **Physical Examination**
   - 

8. **Signature**
   - Dr. Jane Smith, MD

---

### Note

- Certification expires on [Expiry Date] or upon resolution of current health issues.
- Any changes to medical condition must be reported to the medical examiner immediately.

---

### Instructions for Medical Certificates

1. Complete all sections accurately and legibly.
2. Include all relevant medical history.
3. Date the certificate clearly.
4. Ensure that all medications and treatments are accurately listed.
5. Obtain necessary signatures from the certifying physician.
6. Keep copies for personal records and as required by law or employer policies.
found that he/she has no disease or infirmity which would render him/her unfit for a Government Service. His/her age according to his/her own statement, is _______ years. His/her standards of vision are furnished below.

STANDARDS OF VISION (Eye sight without Glasses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right Eye</th>
<th>Left Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance Vision:</td>
<td>Snellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Near Vision:</td>
<td>Snellen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field of Vision:

Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.

3. Field of Vision: Snellen Snellen

4. Colour blindness: ...

5. Squint: ...

6. Any morbid condition of the eyes or lids of either eye...

He/She is physically fit for the post of Sub Inspector of Police...

...resulting in rendering him/her unfit for Government Service. His/her age according to his/her own statement, is _______ years and by...

Eyesight without Glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right Eye</th>
<th>Left Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance Vision:</td>
<td>(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Near Vision:</td>
<td>(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE 1. have, this day, medically examined Shri...

STANDARDS OF VISION (Eye sight without Glasses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right Eye</th>
<th>Left Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance Vision:</td>
<td>Snellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Near Vision:</td>
<td>Snellen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...resulting in rendering him/her unfit for Government Service. His/her age according to his/her own statement, is _______ years and by...

Eyesight without Glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right Eye</th>
<th>Left Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance Vision:</td>
<td>(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Near Vision:</td>
<td>(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I have, this day, medically examined Shri [Name] and found that he has no disease or infirmity which would render him unsuitable for Government Service. His age according to his own statement is [Age]. His standards of vision are as follows:

**STANDARDS OF VISION (Eye sight without Glasses)**

1. **Near Vision:**
   - Right Eye: Snellen
   - Left Eye: Snellen
2. **Distant Vision:**
   - Right Eye: Normal
   - Left Eye: Normal

**FIELD OF VISION:**

Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entries such as Normal, Good etc. are inappropriate here.

**COLOUR BLINDNESS:**

None.

**SQUINT:**

None.

**GENERAL AND DURABLE CONDITION:**

He is physically fit for the post of Excise Inspector.
FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE
I have this day medically examined Smt...........................(address) and found that she has no disease or infirmity, which would render her unsuitable for Government Service. Her age according to her own statement is .................... and her standards of vision are as follows.

Standards of Vision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right Eye</th>
<th>Left eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ii) Near Vision</td>
<td>Snellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) Field Vision</td>
<td>............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Squint</td>
<td>................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi) Any morbid condition of the eyes or Lids of Either eye</td>
<td>................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physically fit for the post of Women Police Constable in the Armed Police Battalion.

Signature

Name and Designation of the Medical Officer

Note: Details regarding standards of vision should be clearly stated in the Certificate as given above and vague statement such as Vision 'Normal' etc will not be accepted. Specifications for each eye should be stated separately.

1. Either eye .................................................

2. Distant Vision .................................................

3. Near Vision .................................................

4. Field Vision .................................................

5. Colour Blindness ............................................

6. Squint ......................................................

7. Any morbid condition of the eyes or Lids of Either eye ............................................

8. She is Physically fit for the post of Women Police Constable in the Armed Police Battalion.

26/2014

Name of the Medical Officer

Date: 

Signature

Note: Details regarding standards of vision should be clearly stated in the Certificate as given above and vague statement such as Vision 'Normal' etc will not be accepted. Specifications for each eye should be stated separately.
Traditional Mural Techniques

In the context of...
1. Name of the Candidate:

2. Name of post held by the applicant:

3. Name of the Department:

4. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

5. Service Certificate to be produced for recruitment:

6. Date of Birth:

7. Educational Qualification:

8. Name of University:

9. Qualification:

10. Place of Residence:

11. Address & Contact Details:

12. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

13. Permanent Address:

14. Experience:

15. Any publication:

16. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

17. Date of Service:

18. Name of the Department:

19. Name of the Candidate:

20. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

21. Service Certificate to be produced for recruitment:

22. Name of the Department:

23. Name of the Candidate:

24. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

25. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

26. Name of the Department:

27. Name of the Candidate:

28. Date of Birth:

29. Educational Qualification:

30. Name of University:

31. Qualification:

32. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

33. Address & Contact Details:

34. Any publication:

35. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

36. Name of the Department:

37. Name of the Candidate:

38. Date of Service:

39. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

40. Name of the Department:

41. Name of the Candidate:

42. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

43. Name of the Department:

44. Name of the Candidate:

45. Date of Service:

46. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

47. Name of the Department:

48. Name of the Candidate:

49. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

50. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

51. Name of the Department:

52. Name of the Candidate:

53. Date of Birth:

54. Educational Qualification:

55. Name of University:

56. Qualification:

57. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

58. Address & Contact Details:

59. Any publication:

60. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

61. Date of Service:

62. Name of the Department:

63. Name of the Candidate:

64. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

65. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

66. Name of the Department:

67. Name of the Candidate:

68. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

69. Name of the Department:

70. Name of the Candidate:

71. Date of Service:

72. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

73. Name of the Department:

74. Name of the Candidate:

75. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

76. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

77. Name of the Department:

78. Name of the Candidate:

79. Date of Service:

80. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

81. Name of the Department:

82. Name of the Candidate:

83. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

84. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

85. Name of the Department:

86. Name of the Candidate:

87. Date of Service:

88. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

89. Name of the Department:

90. Name of the Candidate:

91. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

92. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

93. Name of the Department:

94. Name of the Candidate:

95. Date of Service:

96. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

97. Name of the Department:

98. Name of the Candidate:

99. Amount of scale of pay and the pay now:

100. Name of the Subordinate Service to which candidate belongs:

101. Name of the Department:
I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that the applicant has no defect of vision.

1. Is there any defect of vision? (To be filled up by an Ophthalmologist in Government Service)
   - No

2. Near Vision ............................ Snellen ................................

3. Does the applicant suffer from night blindness? (Specify whether full or not. Entry ‘Normal’, ‘Good’ etc. will be inappropriate here)
   - No

4. Does the applicant suffer from any degree of deafness, which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals? Is his hearing perfect?
   - Yes

5. Has the applicant any deformity or loss of finger which would interfere with the efficient performance of his duties as a driver?
   - No

6. Any morbid conditions of the eyes or lids of either eye.
   - No

7. Any morbid conditions of the ears or nose.
   - No

8. Does he show any evidence of being addicted to the extensive use of alcohol, tobacco or any intoxicant?
   - No

9. Any mental ailment likely to affect his efficiency?
   - No

10. Any disease of the heart or lungs disorder which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals?
    - No

11. Any other disease which would prevent him from fulfilling the duties of the post of Driver?
    - No

12. Any disease which would prevent him from performing his duties as a driver?
    - No

13. Is the applicant suffering from any disease or disorder which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals?
    - No

14. Any morbid conditions of the eyes.
    - No

15. Any morbid conditions of the heart.
    - No

16. Any morbid conditions of the lungs.
    - No

17. Any other evidence of physical fitness.
    - Yes

I hereby declare that the applicant is physically fit for the post of Driver.

Signature: ...........................................
Date: ( Seal)

FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE REGARDING VISION FOR THE POST OF DRIVER

(to be filled up by an Ophthalmologist in Government Service)

I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that the applicant has no defect of vision.

1. Is there any defect of vision? (To be filled up by an Ophthalmologist in Government Service)
   - No

2. Near Vision ............................ Snellen ................................

3. Does the applicant suffer from night blindness? (Specify whether full or not. Entry ‘Normal’, ‘Good’ etc. will be inappropriate here)
   - No

4. Does the applicant suffer from any degree of deafness, which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals? Is his hearing perfect?
   - Yes

5. Has the applicant any deformity or loss of finger which would interfere with the efficient performance of his duties as a driver?
   - No

6. Any morbid conditions of the eyes or lids of either eye.
   - No

7. Any morbid conditions of the ears or nose.
   - No

8. Does he show any evidence of being addicted to the extensive use of alcohol, tobacco or any intoxicant?
   - No

9. Any mental ailment likely to affect his efficiency?
   - No

10. Any disease of the heart or lungs disorder which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals?
    - No

11. Any other disease which would prevent him from fulfilling the duties of the post of Driver?
    - No

12. Any disease which would prevent him from performing his duties as a driver?
    - No

13. Is the applicant suffering from any disease or disorder which would prevent his hearing the ordinary sound signals?
    - No

14. Any morbid conditions of the eyes.
    - No

15. Any morbid conditions of the heart.
    - No

16. Any morbid conditions of the lungs.
    - No

17. Any other evidence of physical fitness.
    - Yes

I hereby declare that the applicant is physically fit for the post of Driver.

Signature: ...........................................
Date: ( Seal)
Designation & Official Address: should be stated separately. Special attention should be directed to the distant vision. Required standard of vision are as follows.

Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 01.01.1996

Photograph of

Right Eye Left Eye

Month

Day

Year

Note: 1. Photograph of the candidate as reasonably correct likeness.

2. Each eye must have full field of vision.

3. Special attention should be directed to the distant vision. Required standard of vision are as follows.

FORM OF Receipt

To be obtained from the Head of Office

Certify that a copy of application form ... for selection to the post ... From the name of ... application ... has been received by me firm ... and the post held by him/her ... and that objections if any to the short-listed ... application will be communicated to the firm of the Kerala Public Service Commission within one month from the last date fixed for receipt of applications.

Name and Designation of Head of Office

Date: (Firm seal)

Photograph of

Place:

Note: 1. For the candidates appearing in the examination for the post of 

2. Photograph of the candidate as reasonably correct likeness.

3. Each eye must have full field of vision.

4. Special attention should be directed to the distant vision. Required standard of vision are as follows.

FORM OF Receipt

To be obtained from the Head of Office

Certify that a copy of application form ... for selection to the post ... From the name of ... application ... has been received by me firm ... and the post held by him/her ... and that objections if any to the short-listed ... application will be communicated to the firm of the Kerala Public Service Commission within one month from the last date fixed for receipt of applications.

Name and Designation of Head of Office

Date: (Firm seal)
The text is not legible due to the quality of the image. It is not possible to transcribe the content accurately without clearer visibility.
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**Notes:**

- **C-h-bv-°v:** Ant lion
- **(Crab):** Crab
- **(Dragon Fly):** Dragon Fly
- **(Earth worm):** Earth worm
- **(Rat Flea):** Rat Flea
- **(Euglina):** Euglina
- **(Giant Squid):** Giant Squid
- **(Cricket):** Cricket
(Honey Bee)

Apiculture.

(Horse Fly)

(Hunter)

(Millipede)

(Pearl)

(Pract)

(Part)

(Pearl Oyster)

(Pearl Oyster)

(Pract)

(Pract)

(Octopus)

(Octopus)

(Octopus)

(Octopus)
Acarology. (Wasp)
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Question Bag
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Graduate Level Questions

General Knowledge-1

1. Who among the following born first?
   (a) Zoroaster (b) Lao Tze (c) Buddha (d) Mahavira

2. Burning of Rome was in:
   (a) A.D.96 (b) B.C.64 (c) A.D.44 (d) B.C.44

3. Who was the donor of the heart in the first heart transplant operation?
   (a) Christian Beadmore (b) Denis Daval

4. Which country won the battle of Trafalgar of 1805?
   (a) France (b) Russia (c) Spain (d) England

5. Delphi is an archaeological site in:
   (a) Turkey (b) Egypt (c) China (d) Greece

6. Termujin is famous in world history with the name:
   (a) Mahmut Ghazni (b) Babur (c) Genghis Khan (d) Nadi Shah

7. The cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad are separated by:
   (a) Nizam Sagar lake (b) Nagajurana Sagar lake

8. Fields Medal is given in the field of:
   (a) Literatures (b) Mathematics (c) Chemistry (d) Physics

9. Dona Paula is a chief port in the state of:
   (a) Goa (b) Madhya Pradesh (c) Maharashtra (d) Karnataka

10. A continent which has no land locked countries is:
    (a) Europe (b) Asia (c) Africa (d) North America

11. England is one of the most popular countries in:
    (a) Tamil Nadu (b) Kerala (c) Sikkim (d) Andhra Pradesh

12. Which country has the national anthem with the oldest music?
    (a) Japan (b) Denmark (c) Netherlands (d) USA

13. The district in Jammu and Kashmir 37.555 sqkm of which is under illegal occupation by China?
    (a) Kargil (b) Poono (c) Ladnik (d) Arantrag

14. The provision for the name, 'Union of India' was borrowed from the Constitution of:
    (a) England (b) Australia (c) South Africa (d) Canada

15. The first congress leader to become the speaker of Kerala Legislative Assembly?
    (a) D. D. Damodaran (b) R. K. Laxman

16. Who projected 'Malgudi' as the locale for most of his stories?
    (a) Father Couerdoux (b) William Jones (c) Lewis Washansky (d) Lillihel

17. The first to recognise the affinity between Sanskrit and European languages?
    (a) Father Couerdoux (b) William Jones (c) Warren Hastings (d) Charles Wilkins

18. The colour of Haftang lamps filled with Xenon?
    (a) Blue (b) Yellow (c) Orange (d) Green

19. The pivotal concept of Indian Music is:
    (a) Raga (b) Thumra (c) Taal (d) Instruments

20. The element with the largest atom?
    (a) Francium (b) Caesium (c) Fluorine (d) Tungsten

21. The largest producer of lemon grass oil in India?
    (a) Tamil Nadu (b) Kerala (c) Sikkim (d) Andhra Pradesh

22. The honour sometimes called 'America's Nobel Prize'?
    (a) MacArthur Award (b) Right Livelihood Award (c) Nobel Prize (d) Laskar Award

23. ‘......’ refers to independence of the country in all its external and internal matters?
    (a) Liberty (b) Sovereignty (c) Secularism (d) Democracy

24. The first state in India to implement Land reforms Bill and Education Reforms Bill?
    (a) Kerala (b) Punjab (c) Andhra Pradesh (d) West Bengal

25. The oldest music?
    (a) France (b) Russia (c) China (d) Greece

General Knowledge-2

1. "The keystone of the political arch- the pivot round which the whole political machinery revolves in the country" this is a reference about:
   (a) Lok Sabha (b) Rajya Sabha (c) Parliament (d) Cabinet

2. Akbar granted the site for the construction of Golden Temple in Amritsar to:
   (a) Guru Nanak (b) Arab Dev (c) Ram Das (d) Teg Bahadur

3. Chishira Hills are in the state of:
   (a) Kerala (b) Tamil Nadu (c) Karnataka (d) Goa

4. Dynamic was invented by:
   (a) Michael Faraday (b) Edison (c) Alfred Nobel (d) None of these

5. Bodhisattva gave his first sermon at:
   (a) Both Gaya (b) Sarnath (c) Lumbini (d) Kushinagar

6. In the Indian tradition, there are four ends to man’s life. Which one of the following is not one of them?
   (a) Karma (b) Dharma (c) Artha (d) Maya

7. India’s first private air port was opened in 1999 in the state of:
   (a) Uttar Pradesh (b) Maharastra (c) Kerala (d) Tamil Nadu

8. India’s largest Mahayana Buddhist Monastery is Tangdon Gompa. It is in the state of:
   (a) Assam (b) Sikkim (c) Arunachal Pradesh (d) Maharastra

9. Tawang Gompa. It is in the state of:
   (a) Uttar Pradesh (b) Maharashtra (c) Sikkim (d) Arunachal Pradesh

10. The capital city of the world:
    (a) La Paz (b) Ulan Bator (c) Beijing (d) Moscow
1. The number of phases in the life cycle of butterfly fly:  
(a) 6 (b) 5 (c) 4 (d) 3

2. The first coupon built in South America by the aircraft built:  
(a) Surya (b) Prithvi (c) Chanda (d) Bahadur

3. Which one of the following is an ancient mountain range?  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

4. The value of a property decreases every year:  
(a) Diamond (b) Graphite (c) Marble (d) Mercury

5. Which is not a vitamin B complex?  
(a) Thiamine (b) Riboflavin (c) Niacin (d) Retinol

6. Which of the following has the oldest rocks in India?  
(a) Kamarap (b) Pagalpur (c) Avadhal (d) Madhavpur

7. A train that runs on the track:  
(a) Track (b) Rlys (c) Rail (d) Road

8. The order of the family:  
(a) Haliaylas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Madhavpur

9. The first person to get Padma Shri, who was born:  
(a) Inika (b) Matwakangiram (c) Kadambari (d) Panchangram

10. The age of the child is:  
(a) 2 years (b) 2.5 years (c) 2 years 1 month (d) 1 year

11. Which of the following is not a source of the Maujya Period:  
(a) Nias (b) Ujan (c) Haridar (d) Varnasi

12. The 'Tennis Court Oath' is related to the reign of:  
(a) Shah Jehan (b) Aurangzab (c) Jahangir (d) Akbar

13. The first meeting of the Constituent Assembly of India was in the year:  
(a) 1945 (b) 1946 (c) 1947 (d) 1948

14. The queen of the Himalayas:  
(a) China (b) Russia (c) France (d) Britain

15. Which one is different from others?  
(a) Unani (b) Homoeopathy (c) Ayurveda (d) Allopathy

16. 53% of 64% of 47:  
(a) 2,400 (b) 3,400 (c) 1,400 (d) 2,000

17. Which of the following is not a part of the universe:  
(a) Son (b) Sun (c) Moon (d) Earth

18. The sum of two numbers is 2400. 6% of one number is 100. 5% of the other number is:  
(a) 30,60,90 (b) 20,60,100 (c) 10,50,90 (d) None of these

19. Which of the following standard element in human body appears as:  
(a) White (b) Black (c) Red (d) Blue

20. A tomato which is not a fruit:  
(a) Tomato (b) Apple (c) Strawberry (d) None of these

21. Which of the following has the oldest rocks in India:  
(a) Kamarap (b) Pagalpur (c) Avadhal (d) Madhavpur

22. Who invaded India in 1398:  
(a) Qian Wandi (b) Mughal (c) Persian (d) Balban

23. The organisation which got the most number of Nobel Prizes:  
(a) UNO (b) Red Cross (c) UNESCO (d) LCO

24. Who discovered blood circulation:  
(a) Galen (b) Rudolph Virchow (c) William Harvey (d) Robert Hook

25. Who invaded India in 1398:  
(a) Qian Wandi (b) Mughal (c) Persian (d) Balban

26. Which of the following has the nearest number that must be added to 1901 so that the sum may be a perfect square:  
(a) 1901 (b) 1902 (c) 1903 (d) 1904

27. The study of rivers:  
(a) Anatomy (b) Hydrology (c) Psephology (d) Hydrology

28. The gas used for the artificial ripening of green fruits is:  
(a) Acetylene (b) Oxygen (c) Nitrogen (d) Hydrogen

29. Which of the following is ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shiwalic (c) Vindhyas (d) Aravallis

30. What of the following is not a source of the Maujya Period:  
(a) Nias (b) Ujan (c) Haridar (d) Varnasi

31. The number of phases in the life cycle of butterfly fly:  
(a) 6 (b) 5 (c) 4 (d) 3

32. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

33. Which one of the following is not a source of the Maujya Period:  
(a) Nias (b) Ujan (c) Haridar (d) Varnasi

34. Which river is known as ‘Kalindi’ in Puranas:  
(a) Yamuna (b) Chander (c) Tons (d) Yamuna

35. Which one of the following is not a source of the Maujya Period:  
(a) Nias (b) Ujan (c) Haridar (d) Varnasi

36. Which organ of the body is used for the movement of blood:  
(a) Heart (b) Artery (c) Vein (d) None of these

37. Which one of the following is not a source of the Maujya Period:  
(a) Nias (b) Ujan (c) Haridar (d) Varnasi

38. The sum of two numbers is 2400. 6% of one number is 100. 5% of the other number is:  
(a) 30,60,90 (b) 20,60,100 (c) 10,50,90 (d) None of these

39. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

40. The gas used for the artificial ripening of green fruits is:  
(a) Acetylene (b) Oxygen (c) Nitrogen (d) Hydrogen

41. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

42. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

43. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

44. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

45. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

46. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

47. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

48. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

49. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

50. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

51. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

52. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

53. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

54. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

55. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

56. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

57. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

58. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

59. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri

60. Which of the following is an ancient mountain range:  
(a) Himalayas (b) Shivali (c) Vindhyas (d) Sahyadri
1. If the area of a hall is 1000 sq.metres, what is the length in metres?
   (a) 50 (b) 500 (c) 50 (d) 100

2. If A:B = 3:4 and B:C is 8:9 then A:B:C = ?
   (a) 3:4:8 (b) 4:8:9 (c) 6:24:36 (d) 24:16:18

3. Raju sold an article for Rs.560 which he had bought for Rs.480. What is his percentage of profit or loss?
   (a) Profit 20% (b) Loss 20% (c) Profit 25% (d) Loss 25%

4. The antonym of 'Optimistic' is:
   (a) Optimist (b) Pessimist (c) Minimist (d) Despondent

5. The present age of Kiran and his father is 22 years and 50 years respectively. In how many years Kiran's father's age will become twice of Kiran's age?
   (a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5

6. If A,B,C are three points on a straight line then which of the following is correct?
   (a) A between B and C (b) B between A and C (c) C between A and B (d) None of these

7. Successive discounts of 10% and 30% are applied to an article. If the marked price of the article is Rs.1000, then what will be its selling price?
   (a) Rs.600 (b) Rs.660 (c) Rs.720 (d) Rs.700

8. BDF,CFI,DHL,?
   (a) IJK (b) JKL (c) KLM (d) MNO

9. ____ is the theory that actions are right or wrong because they are useful. (a) Deontology (b) Utilitarianism (c) Act Utilitarianism (d) Rule Utilitarianism

10. The synonym of ‘Apathetic’:
    (a) Turn (b) Top (c) Sad (d) Bottom

11. They have finished the problem...?
    (a) haven't they (b) don’t have they (c) didn't they (d) hadn't they

12. I prefer coffee...?
    (a) than (b) to (c) for (d) of

13. Aeroplanes are kept in...
    (a) Dockyard (b) Velodrome (c) Aerodrome (d) Harbours

14. I advised him to work hard... he should fail: (a) lest (b) from (c) for (d) till

15. The collective noun for lions:
    (a) Jack (b) Pride (c) Lion (d) Troop

16. The synonym of ‘Humorous’:
    (a) Clear (b) Calm (c) Unbearable (d) Dangerous

17. Many horses and a few... died in the fire on the farm.
    (a) horses (b) geese (c) geese (d) geese

18. The synonym of ‘Sly’:
    (a) Robber (b) Detective (c) Saint (d) Ruler

19. Whether is the train likely to be late...
    (a) Whether the train is likely to be late (b) The train will be late (c) Will the train be late (d) Will it be late?

20. How to drive a car...?
    (a) to drive a car (b) driving a car (c) how to drive a car (d) how driving a car

21. Of the three criminals, the police arrested two. Which one is different from others?
    (a) Robber (b) Detective (c) Saint (d) Ruler

22. Do you know... about computers?
    (a) to (b) on (c) of (d) from

23. Which of these expressions is NOT an oxymoron?
    (a) Silent Cannon (b) Undead Zombie (c) Expatriate Detective (d) Expatriate

24. The act or practice of spying:
    (a) Espionage (b) Exhumation (c) Detectives (d) Detectives

25. I can’t decide now. I need... time to think about it.
    (a) on (b) to (c) of (d) in

26. Identify the correct sentence:
    (a) The boss is unnecessarily insisting this point. (b) The boss is unnecessarily insisting this point. (c) The boss is unnecessarily insisting this point. (d) None of these

27. Which one is different from others?
    (a) Charming (b) Barbarous (c) Prosper (d) Public

28. Of the three criminals, the police arrested two. Which one is different from others?
    (a) Robber (b) Detective (c) Saint (d) Ruler

29. Which is nearly opposite in meaning to the word ‘TACIT’:
    (a) Visit (b) Will visit (c) Has left (d) Will leave

30. The act or practice of spying:
    (a) Espionage (b) Exhumation (c) Detectives (d) Detectives

31. I prefer coffee... he should fail: (a) lest (b) from (c) for (d) till

32. The act or practice of spying:
    (a) Espionage (b) Exhumation (c) Detectives (d) Detectives

33. Which of these expressions is NOT an oxymoron?
    (a) Silent Cannon (b) Undead Zombie (c) Expatriate Detective (d) Expatriate

34. Do you know... about computers?
    (a) to (b) on (c) of (d) from

35. Which one is different from others?
    (a) Charming (b) Barbarous (c) Prosper (d) Public
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FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE

I have, this day, medically examined Sir ................................................
and found that he possesses the following physical and visual standard.

(i) Height in cms

(ii) Chest (Normal) in cms

(iii) Chest (en expansion) in cms (A minimum expansion of 5 cms is required.

The candidate is free from/not free from (strike off which is not applicable)

(iv) Colour Blindness                     : good' etc are inappropriate here)

(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entry such as `Normal'

(v) Standards of Vision with Glasses

(a) Right Eye

(b) Left Eye

(c) Nearby Vision

(d) Field of Vision

(Specify whether field of vision is full or not. Entry such as `Normal'

(e) Colour Blindness

(f) Squint

(g) Any medical condition of the eye or fles of either eye

Place of Signature

Name & Designation of the Medical Officer

Office seal

Date of Medical Examination

Office
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